Communication Skills Training

Training Report on Communication Skills

Background
The group of participants included Master Trainers, volunteers and supervisors from 3
districts of SEWA Kashmir team. Kupvara district of Kashmir is associated with SEWA since
last 4 years and other 2 districts named Gandharbal and Indrama recently joined. The teams
of these 2 districts were quite new and it was important for them to learn soft skills like
communication skills, team work and business plan of activities.
Objectives of the training
Kashmir team voiced out that they have expanded and working with bigger team from other
districts also. Sometimes they face communication gap. So they expressed to get training. So
the main objective of the training was to train the participants to do their day to day office
work easily and do proper planning for livelihood activities of their Center.
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The following were the subjects aimed to be trained during the training
conducted on Communication skills:


Why to communicate- What is the need to communicate with others? What is the
necessity of having a proper communication? Is communication very important in
our day-to-day life?
Types of communication- Non verbal Communication and Verbal Communication.
Non verbal Communication- How to understand body language and How to show
positive body language.
Verbal Communication- What to say, how to say, why to listen and how to listen
actively.
Barriers to Communication -What are the barriers for effective communication and
how to overcome them?
Telephone etiquettes -What should we keep in mind while making a call and receiving
a call.
Written Communication- Letter writing and email and do’s and don’ts of email.









To give broad idea on business plan ‘Padtar ni ek vat’- a film on costing was shown to them.

Trainer

The training was conducted by Alpa Dave, SEWA Manager Ni School.
Duration of the Training: The training was conducted for a day for 6 hours.
Training Schedule
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Session Title
Introduction

Objective
Introduction
Ice breaker
Establishing the
objective

Non-verbal
Gestures
communication Eye contact
Mental state
Verbal
Matter
communication Tone
Qualities of a good
listener
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Duration
30
minutes

60
minutes
60
minutes
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Barriers to
Emotional barriers
communication Verbal barriers
External barriers
Perception barriers
Telephone
How to make a call
etiquettes
How to receive a
call
SMS
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Written
Letter writing
communication
Email etiquettes
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Recap

Revision

60
minutes

30
minutes

30
minutes
30
minutes
30
minutes
30
minutes

Training was useful for their work; they all promised that they will use tools of the training
during their practical work.
Trainee Testimonials
Communication is very important in any organisation. We cannot do anything without
communication. Even we cannot take any decision. I learned the importance of text
message that if I want to give any important message to anyone at odd time, I can
communicate even without calling by sending message. A group message can save time and
money. I will discuss with other members what I have learned today. Rehana Ouyoom.
Role play and other activities during training are very effective mode to catch trainees and
generate their interest. Who are shy would participate and gradually they will open up to
speak during other events also. I learned very important thing that one should take pause
while speaking. I speak very speedily so now I would try to speak slowly. Aaliya Kubum.
Communication skill training was very nicely given and teaches the trainee How to talk and
how to understand what other speaks. It also teaches how important listening is!!! We have
to work with our member sisters so we need to listen their problem first and then react and
also active listening is important. Rubina Akhtar
In any business one cannot do anything without communication. We learned business
communication in college but learned through very boring lectures. Here in SEWA Manager
ni School it was totally different, it was participative and full of fun. We really enjoyed
training. Rameez Rasul.
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Communication is very important for success in any business. We learned about email here.
I would suggest keeping one practical session for our volunteers so they can use email for
communication within team. Team Building session was very interesting and I found 11
values got covered in the module. Training session on costing was given in January to one
other team but we still need some more sessions on it. Uzma Qureshi.
Way Forward
Kashmir team wants to take forward this training to the other members of Kashmir. So they
wanted to make module in their local language. For which SMS suggested to organise a
workshop with members and SMS could facilitate in preparation of module in their local
language covering their culture and geography specific examples.
List of Participants
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Name
Shokatbhai
Suhail Mayum
Hakeem Javed
Rehana Ouyoom
Mahek Chehngza
Mehmooda Akhtar
Khalida Akhtar
Kismat Jabeen
Rubina Akhtar
Fisha
Romaisa Nissar

Aaliya Kubum
Disha Goswami

Uzma Qureshi
Rameez Rasool
Memsud
Lalitaben
Hasumatiben

District
Kupwara
Indra
Srinagar
Kupwara
Kupwara
Kupwara
Kupwara
Indra
Gandharbal
Gandharbal
Gandharbal
Kupwara
Ahmedabad
Srinagar
Srinagar
Srinagar
Anand, Gujarat
Mehsana, Gujarat
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